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Abstract

Cybergrooming is defined as a crime towards001
potential victims, especially teens, by build-002
ing close personal relationships with them with003
the purpose of sexual exploitation via online004
media. Cyber or online sexual grooming has005
been recognized as a serious cyber crime. How-006
ever, there have been insufficient programs007
to proactively protect the youth from cyber-008
grooming. In this work, we present a gener-009
ative chatbot framework, called SERI (Stop010
cybERgroomIng), that can generate simulated011
conversations between a perpetrator chatbot012
and a potential victim chatbot. To realize the013
simulation of authentic conversations in the014
context of cybergrooming, we take deep rein-015
forcement learning (DRL)-based dialogue gen-016
eration for authentic simulation of the conver-017
sations between a potential victim and a perpe-018
trator (i.e., cybergroomer). The design of the019
SERI is motivated to ensure a safe and authen-020
tic environment to strengthen the youth’s pre-021
cautionary awareness of cybergrooming while022
any unnecessary ethical issues (e.g., the poten-023
tial misuse of the SERI) are removed or mini-024
mized. We developed the SERI as a preliminary025
platform that can deploy the perpetrator chat-026
bot to interact with human users (i.e., youth) to027
observe youth users’ responses to strangers or028
acquaintances and collect the reactions when029
the youth users are asked for private or sensitive030
information by the perpetrator. We evaluated031
the quality of conversations generated by the032
SERI based on open-source, referenced, unref-033
erenced metrics, and human evaluation.034

1 Introduction035

As more advanced social media technology has036

been evolving than ever, people’s communication037

patterns have changed and shown more active in-038

teractions with other people in online worlds than039

offline worlds. The Internet and online social media040

have brought countless benefits to our life. How-041

ever, the proliferation of online social media also042

brought various social problems due to their easy 043

access and deceptive exploitation. 044

Cybergrooming is one of the well-known on- 045

line social deception attacks in online social me- 046

dia (Guo et al., 2021). Cybergrooming is a practice 047

on the Internet to establish emotional, intimate, and 048

trusting relationships with potential victims, usu- 049

ally children and teenagers, and use them for on- 050

line sexual abuse or exploitation, which often leads 051

to offline sexual crimes (Choo, 2009; Marchenko, 052

2017; Vaswani et al., 2017). CyberTipline (Koons 053

Family Institute on International Law and Policy, 054

2017) reported that about 60,000 cases were re- 055

ceived for sexual purposes on seducing children in 056

cyberspace from 1998 to 2003 in the USA. Due to 057

the unpredictable harmfulness of cybergrooming, 058

some studies have been conducted to investigate 059

the special properties of cybergrooming and de- 060

velop effective tools to detect predators and the 061

related online sexual abuse behaviors (Anderson 062

et al., 2019; Bours and Kulsrud, 2019; Fauzi and 063

Bours, 2020). However, they mainly focused on 064

detecting predators by analyzing malicious conver- 065

sations collected from online chatting rooms. 066

Detecting predators is more reactive than proac- 067

tive, while it is not highly challenging to detect 068

cybergrooming based on the perspective of normal 069

adults due to their obvious signals. However, due to 070

the unique vulnerability of the youths as teenagers 071

under puberty, a proactive approach is more im- 072

portant to protect our youths from becoming vic- 073

tims by cybergroomers. Due to this reason, taking 074

more proactive approaches to protect the youths 075

from cybergrooming is more critical. In addition, 076

this proactive protection program can contribute 077

to enhancing the sensitivity and awareness of po- 078

tential victims to the cyber and online grooming 079

situations. Therefore, this work is motivated to de- 080

velop a generative chatbot framework that can be 081

used for the proactive cybergrooming protection 082

program. This framework is designed to provide 083
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authentic dialogues between the cybergroomer and084

a potential victim (i.e., a teen) without any ethi-085

cal issues that might be introduced in education086

or training programs dealing with sexual abuse or087

exploitation via online platforms. Our developed088

generative chatbot framework is named ‘SERI’ for089

Stop cybERgroomIng. We developed the SERI as090

a pre-stage phase before it is deployed to a real091

human youth user to ensure the provision of a safe092

and authentic dialogue environment. Therefore,093

the SERI aimed to provide a safe cybergrooming094

protection program environment for the youth user095

to involve an authentic dialogue with a stranger or096

acquaintance and learn how to respond to such a097

person asking for sensitive or private information.098

While developing the SERI, we faced the follow-099

ing research challenges:100

• Unlike general conversations between an aver-101

age adult and a teen, the perpetrator’s words are102

goal-driven and tend to lead a conversation with103

a potential victim. Ultimately, the perpetrator104

aims to meet the potential victim in person and105

exploit the relationship to commit a serious, po-106

tential sexual crime. Thus, the perpetrator often107

takes multiple stages, such as establishing a trust108

relationship with a potential victim in the ini-109

tial conversation, gradually escalating its stage110

to obtaining private information, and ultimately111

meeting up with the victim in person. However,112

no prior work has addressed such goal-oriented113

conversations in the context of cybergrooming.114

• A lack of proper datasets has been a non-trivial115

hurdle in developing a generative chatbot gen-116

erating authentic conversations. Most related117

work to online sexual exploitation has used the118

Perverted Justice (PJ) dataset (Perverted Justice119

Foundation Inc., 2020a), the only publicly avail-120

able dataset that the chatbot can mimic. The121

PJ dataset contains the chatlogs between cyber-122

grooming perpetrators and professionally trained123

volunteers playing the role of potential youth124

victims. However, the limited volume of the PJ125

dataset (i.e., 100 sets of conversations) as well as126

a lot of noises, such as emojis, slangs, short ab-127

breviations, unsegmented words, or URLs, have128

been a major challenge to generate high-quality129

conversations with high logical flows, fluency,130

and human-like languages.131

Under the research challenges above, we made132

the following key contributions:133

1. When training the perpetrator chatbot, we em- 134

ployed deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to 135

generate authentic, strategic dialogues where 136

the perpetrator has a clear, ultimate attack goal 137

to achieve offline sexual exploitation. By ap- 138

plying rewards matching a target stage and the 139

corresponding occurrence generation, we aug- 140

mented the quality of the dialogue model that 141

can generate strategic conversation describing 142

the cybergrooming attack behavior. 143

2. The SERI was trained via two stages based 144

on the T5 (Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer) 145

model (Raffel et al., 2020): (1) pre-training the 146

perpetrator and victim chatbots on the ConvAI2 147

(The Second Conversational Intelligence Chal- 148

lenge dataset) (Dinan et al., 2019), which is a 149

causal talk public dataset; and (2) fine-tuning 150

those chatbots on the domain-specific PJ dataset. 151

We preprocessed the PJ dataset by text process- 152

ing tools to remove the informal slangs, abbre- 153

viations, unsegmented words, or emojis from 154

those conversations. 155

3. Based on the four grooming stages identified 156

from the existing conversations, we modeled 157

the perpetrators by those four grooming stages 158

to achieve the ultimate attack goal, which is 159

meeting up with a victim in person. First, we 160

predicted the grooming stage of each dialogue 161

utterance by training a TextCNN (Kim, 2014). 162

Then, the perpetrator chatbot was trained via 163

the T5 model to provide a response in the tar- 164

get stage. The chatbot was supplied with the 165

dialogues and the reward based on the corre- 166

sponding grooming stage to guide the dialogue 167

generation. 168

4. We considered an attack stage-based groom- 169

ing strategy to manage the dialogue generation 170

based on the perpetrator chatbot. When the per- 171

petrator leads the conversation and collects suf- 172

ficient resources from the current stage, the per- 173

petrator switches to the next stage by starting 174

a trigger utterance to continue its conversation. 175

If the potential victim shows alertness to this 176

cybergrooming, the victim will terminate this 177

conversation, indicating a failure of the cyber- 178

grooming attack. 179

5. We addressed the performance of the SERI 180

framework based on referenced metrics (i.e., 181

BLEU (Post, 2018), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), and 182

BERTScores (Zhang et al., 2020)) and unref- 183

erenced metrics, such as perplexity score and 184
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MaUde score (Sinha et al., 2020). The results185

demonstrated the high quality of dialogues gen-186

erated by the SERI. Remarkably, the human187

evaluation verified the performance by showing188

that approximately 37% of dialogues produced189

by the SERI were preferred over the original190

dialogues in the PJ dataset.191

2 Related Work192

Cybergrooming detection. Several traditional Ma-193

chine Learning (ML) algorithms, such as support194

vector machine (SVM) (Dhouioui and Akaichi,195

2016; Gunawan et al., 2018; Anderson et al.,196

2019; Fauzi and Bours, 2020), k-nearest neigh-197

bors (KNN) (Gunawan et al., 2018), Random For-198

est (Fauzi and Bours, 2020), Decision Tree (Fauzi199

and Bours, 2020), fuzzy logic (Anderson et al.,200

2019), Naïve Bayes (Bours and Kulsrud, 2019)201

and Neural Network (NN) classifiers (Bours and202

Kulsrud, 2019; Fauzi and Bours, 2020), have been203

studied to detect cybergrooming from the online204

forum or social media platforms, by leveraging the205

lexical features as well as behavioral features. For-206

mer studies have developed cybergrooming attack207

stages (Winters and Jeglic, 2016) among perpetra-208

tors and the victims based on the conversational209

relationship. Perpetrators usually build a relation-210

ship and evolve to a closer stage to realize the cy-211

bergrooming crime. While most previous studies212

aimed at detecting and analyzing features of po-213

tential perpetrators (Zambrano et al., 2019), there214

is no research on identifying the characteristics of215

potential victims in cybergrooming scenarios.216

Chatbot application tools. An early-stage chat-217

bot, named Negobot, was developed to detect218

and analyze potential pedophiles in the social net-219

works (Laorden et al., 2013). A game-theoretic220

reward can push the chatbot toward the next221

grooming stage or keep the current stage. In re-222

cent years, pre-training language models, such as223

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT (Radford et al.,224

2018, 2019; Brown et al., 2020), and sequence-225

to-sequence models, such as BART (Lewis et al.,226

2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), have demon-227

strated their superior capabilities in natural lan-228

guage understanding and generation from the large-229

scale data training. Several chatbot programs230

have explored the pre-training language models231

for conversation generation. For example, the232

DialoGPT (i.e., dialogue generative pre-trained233

transformer) (Zhang et al., 2019) fine-tuned GPT-234

2 on a large-scale conversation dataset to gener- 235

ate coherent and diverse conversations. Transfer- 236

Transfo (Wolf et al., 2019) also extends GPT-2 237

with a multi-task objective, combining several un- 238

supervised prediction tasks. However, no previous 239

chatbots have been developed to avoid cybergroom- 240

ing by simulating conversations between a cyber- 241

groomer and a victim. 242

DRL-based conversation generation. As a typ- 243

ical approach to learn efficient and effective di- 244

alogue strategies, Reinforcement Learning (RL), 245

such as Q-learning or SARSA (state-action-reward- 246

state-action), has been commonly used (Levin et al., 247

1997, 1998; Singh et al., 1999; Roy et al., 2000; 248

Daubigney et al., 2012) to identify optimal dialogue 249

strategies providing high-quality conversation with 250

minimum retrieval cost. Recently, deep reinforce- 251

ment learning (DRL) has been applied for dialogue 252

generation (Li et al., 2016; Peng et al., 2018) to 253

improve the informativity, coherence, interesting- 254

ness, and ease of answering. DRL has been used 255

to evaluate emotion (Lan et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 256

2021), help patients (Rofi’ah et al., 2021), evaluate 257

the interactive RL (IRL) method to offer affordable 258

and faster evaluation, or to generate the dialogue 259

style transfer based on the GPT-2 and BART seq- 260

to-seq models (Lai et al., 2021). However, no prior 261

work has leveraged RL to generate dialogues to 262

model the behaviors and strategies of online social 263

attackers (e.g., cybergroomers) given their attack 264

goals and intents. 265

3 The Proposed Generative Chatbot 266

Framework: SERI 267

Figure 1 provides an architectural overview of the 268

proposed SERI framework. The SERI contains 269

two chatbots with the four components as follows: 270

(1) Training a cybergrooming stage classifier to 271

assign a stage to each perpetrator’s utterance in 272

the PJ dataset; (2) Pre-training both chatbots for 273

a perpetrator and a potential victim on the large- 274

scale ConvAI2 dataset; (3) Fine-tuning the two 275

chatbots on the preprocessed PJ dataset, and specif- 276

ically, the perpetrator chatbot is trained with a DRL 277

policy and a reward that measures how likely the 278

generated utterance is from the target grooming 279

stage; and (4) Advancing the perpetrator chatbot to 280

a higher-level stage to continue the dialogues. 281

Classifying perpetrators’ messages per stage. 282

The previous study (Zambrano et al., 2019) de- 283
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed SERI framework.

fined six stages from the perpetrator perspective to284

indicate the evolution of the cybergrooming conver-285

sations, based on a TextCNN (Kim, 2014) trained286

to predict a stage label for each utterance from the287

perpetrators. Specifically, given each utterance u,288

we encode it by the T5 encoder and further feed the289

contextual representations into a TextCNN model.290

The output of the convolutional layer after dropout,291

denoted as u, is the contextual representation of292

u. Then we apply a linear function to classify u293

to one of the six stages with the softmax function.294

This stage classifier is optimized by minimizing LC295

based on a categorical cross-entropy loss, which is296

defined by:297

LC = − 1

|U |
∑
u∈U

∑
s∈S

yu,s · log(ỹu,s), (1)298

where ỹu = softmax(W · u+ b).299

Here U is the set of utterances in a dialogue and S300

is the set of all the target stages. The ỹu denotes a301

vector of probabilities over all stages for u and ỹu,s302

is the probability of predicting u with stage s. The303

yu,s indicates whether s is the true stage label of304

u by yu,s = 1 or not by yu,s = 0. The parameters305

W and b from the dense layer are learnable.306

However, we found the cybergrooming stages307

proposed in (Zambrano et al., 2019) were not308

clearly defined because some perpetrators’ utter-309

ances could fall to multiple stages according to310

their definitions. Based on our understanding of311

the grooming stages, we proposed four stages by312

restructuring the six stages from (Zambrano et al.,313

Stages Conversation Content

s̃1 Greetings, casual talks for initiation of a trust
relationship

s̃2 Private information collection, such as identity
as name, age, gender; social relationship as fam-
ily, school, location; or interests and schedule

s̃3 Sexual questions or conversations, or sending/
requesting sexual pictures/videos

s̃4 Attempts of in-person contact or requesting on-
line or in-person meeting

Table 1: Cybergrooming stages

Chatbot
(Pseudo-user)ConvAI2 Sample Training Unit

1. hi, how are you doing today?

2. i am spending time with my 4
    sisters what are you up to?

3. wow, four sisters. just watching
    game of thrones.

4. that is a good show i watch that
    while drinking iced tea.

5. i agree. what do you do for a
    living?

Source
sentences
(dialogue
history)

Target
sentence

(ground truth)

Source
sentences
(dialogue
history)

Target
sentence

(ground truth)

Chatbot
(Perpetrator)

Figure 2: A sample training unit for the perpetrator and
pseudo-user (i.e., potential victim) chatbots.

2019). To be specific, the new stage s̃1 is combined 314

from s1 and s4, s̃2 is combined from s2 and s3, s̃3 315

is the same as s5, and s̃4 is the same as s6. The 316

key conversation contents and topics for the perpe- 317

trators covered by each new stage are summarized 318

in Table 1. In the end, through the TextCNN stage 319

classifier and stage consolidation, each utterance in 320

the PJ dataset is assigned a stage label. 321

Pre-training the chatbots on the ConvAI2 322

dataset. We build two chatbots from the T5 model 323
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implemented by PyTorch to play the roles of the324

perpetrator and potential victim, respectively. Due325

to the limited size of the in-domain PJ dataset, we326

first pre-train the T5 model with a large-scale Con-327

vAI2 dataset, which contains broad topic dialogue328

turns, to improve the fluency of the generated con-329

versations from both chatbots. We noticed that in330

the cybergrooming conversations, the perpetrators331

mostly lead the conversations. A similar pattern is332

also recognized in the ConvAI2 dataset where the333

conversation is usually between two persons, and334

the leading person is typically the one who starts335

the conversation. Thus, to train the perpetrator’s336

chatbot with the ability of leading the conversation,337

we use the leading person’s dialogues in the Con-338

vAI2 to train the perpetrator chatbot and use the339

other one’s responses to train the victim chatbot.340

The chatbots training needs to consider the di-341

alogue history from both sides to predict the fol-342

lowing utterance response. Then we concatenate343

four or five consecutive utterances as a training344

unit1 and set the last utterance as the prediction345

target (i.e., ground truth response). The three or346

four preceding sentences are the training input (i.e.,347

dialogue history) for the victim and perpetrator348

chatbots, respectively, because we allow the perpe-349

trator’s content as the beginning of both chatbots.350

Figure 2 shows an example of two training units for351

a perpetrator (red box) and a victim chatbot (green352

box). In the pre-training phase, given a source dia-353

logue history as x, we have the T5 model (Raffel354

et al., 2020) to generate a response by optimizing355

the following objective:356

L = −
∑
i

logP (yi|yi−k, . . . , yi−1;x; Θ), (2)357

where Θ is the set of the T5 model parameters and358

yi is the i-th token of the response utterance.359

Fine-tuning the victim chatbot on the PJ dataset.360

The fine-tuning of the potential victim chatbot fol-361

lows the same procedure of the pre-training phase362

but on the domain-specific PJ dataset. The goal of363

fine-tuning is to shift the victim chatbot to generate364

cybergrooming responses.365

Fine-tuning the perpetrator chatbot on the PJ366

dataset with a DRL policy. The perpetrator will367

take strategies to gradually level up the groom-368

ing stages in Table 1 to build a trust relationship369

1For training perpetrator chatbot, we take five consecutive
utterances as a training unit, while for training the victim
chatbot, we use four.

with a victim and complete the ultimate groom- 370

ing goal. As a result, the perpetrator chatbot is 371

able to generate stage-related conversations during 372

the fine-tuning on the PJ dataset. We optimize a 373

DRL policy to generate the utterances closer to the 374

intended stage. 375

State. A state is denoted by the two previous di- 376

alogue turns, and it contains four consecutive ut- 377

terances [u1, u2, u3, u4]. The dialogue history is 378

further vectorized by feeding the concatenation of 379

u1 to u4 into a T5 encoder. 380

Action. An action is a dialogue utterance to gener- 381

ate. The action space can be considered unlimited 382

since any length sequences within the max-length 383

hyper-parameters can be generated. 384

Reward. We implement a classification confidence 385

based reward to encourage the chatbot to follow 386

the expected grooming states. We train the stage 387

classifier TextCNN in the previous section and use 388

it to evaluate how well the generated sentence y′ 389

matches the target stage. The confidence of the 390

stage classifier is estimated by: 391

p(s|y′) = softmax(TextCNN(y′, θ)), (3) 392

where y′ represents the generated sentence, p(s|y′) 393

denotes the probability distribution over all the tar- 394

get stage labels, and θ are the parameters of the 395

stage classifier, fixed during fine-tuning. The re- 396

ward is obtained by: 397

R = [p(si|y′)], (4) 398

where y′ is the generated target sentence sampled 399

from the model’s distribution at every time step 400

in decoding and si is the correct stage from the 401

ground truth. 402

Gradients and objectives. The reward is used for 403

learning a policy. The policy gradient is given by: 404

∇ΘJ(Θ) = E[R · ∇Θ logP (ys|x; Θ)], (5) 405

where R is the stage classifier reward, ys is sam- 406

pled from the distribution of model outputs at every 407

decoding time step, and Θ is the model parameters. 408

The overall objectives for ϕ are the combination 409

of the loss of the T5 model in Eq. (2) and the policy 410

gradient of the reward in Eq. (5). We test multiple 411

candidate ratios between the two items and iden- 412

tify that 1:0.3 is the best ratio between the loss of 413

the T5 model in Eq. (2) and the policy gradient of 414

the reward regarding our metrics. Figure 3 sum- 415

marizes the procedures of estimating the loss after 416

integrating the DRL into our model. 417
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Final loss 
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for 4 stages 
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Figure 3: Calculation of loss after integrating DRL.

Stages Trigger Sentence of Each Stage

s̃1 hi , how are you doing today ?
s̃2 you parents know you be chatting with me ?
s̃3 how many pictures you have , any sexy ?
s̃4 what will we do if you meet me ?

Table 2: Trigger sentences of the four relationship
stages.

Output filtering. After the fine-tuning, to assure418

the generation of consistent and logically smooth419

(i.e., human-like) conversations, each chatbot is420

allowed to produce five candidate utterances every421

time. We can choose the best utterance based on422

the connectivity scores of the five occurrences to423

the previous utterance and the similarity score to424

the previous utterance. The connectivity scores are425

computed based on the pre-trained BERT next sen-426

tence prediction function and can ensure the con-427

sistency of a response utterance with the previous428

contexts. The similarity scores are computed from429

the Semantic Textual Similarity model (Reimers430

and Gurevych, 2019) and can maintain the diversity431

of a generated utterance to prevent duplicate gen-432

eration. Given a different scale of the connectivity433

score and the similarity score, we find that 1:3 is434

the best ratio between them for output filtering.435

Stage evolution of the perpetrator chatbot. The436

perpetrator chatbot not only generates utterances437

close to a stage but also evolves the grooming stage438

to a higher level after maintaining a sufficient num-439

ber of dialogue runs (e.g., 20). For example, if the440

chatbot stays at stage s̃1 for 20 rounds, including 10441

perpetrator responses and 10 victim responses, this442

perpetrator will move forward to stage s̃2. Each443

stage will start with a trigger sentence (see Table 2),444

a trigger sentence can direct the conversation into445

the topic of a specific stage. Each grooming stage446

evolves based on a trade-off between the risk and447

benefit to the perpetrator. That is, if the perpetra-448

tor is too aggressive, the victim may be aware of449

the malicious intents and terminate the conversa-450

tion to cause a failure of the cybergrooming attack. 451

Otherwise, the user can continue the conversation 452

while the perpetrator may not be able to make good 453

grooming progress. 454

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Learning rate (γ) 5e−5 Epochs 4
Epsilon (ε) 1.0e−6 Batch size 8

Warmup steps 500 GPU Yes
Early stopping 0 Vocabulary T5-base

T5 loss:DRL loss 1:0.3 Diversity coef 3

Table 3: Parameters and their default values used for the
SERI framework.

4 Experiment Setup 455

Datasets. Two chatlog datasets are used in our 456

project. The ConvAI2 dataset (Dinan et al., 2019) 457

is a two-person casual chat dataset in the JSON 458

format with topic labels. We collect 2,000 dia- 459

logues with more than 60,000 utterances under the 460

“history” label from the ConvAI2. We manually 461

downloaded each piece of the PJ dataset from the 462

official PJ website (Perverted Justice Foundation 463

Inc., 2020a) in HTML format. It consists of 100 464

grooming conversations with more than 100,000 465

chat records between real perpetrators and the pro- 466

fessionally trained volunteers acting as potential 467

victims (Perverted Justice Foundation Inc., 2020b). 468

The PJ dataset is split into the training, validation, 469

and testing sets randomly following the ratio of 470

8:1:1. All other key parameters in our SERI frame- 471

work are listed in Table 3. 472

Data cleaning. Due to the well-organized struc- 473

ture, the ConvAI2 dataset is directly suitable for 474

the pre-training steps of our chatbots. However, the 475

PJ dataset is noisy with Emojis, Mentions, URLs, 476

or Hashtags. As data preprocessing, we removed 477

the noises by a regular expression-based Python 478

library ‘Preprocessor.’ This dataset also has plenty 479

of informal languages, such as lexical slangs, and 480

has long consecutive words omitting space separa- 481

tors. We applied ‘wordsegment’ library to segment 482

those consecutive words by adding essential spaces 483

in Python. Similarly, the lexical slangs can be nor- 484

malized with MoNoise (van der Goot, 2019), a 485

state-of-the-art lexical normalization model. 486

Metrics. The performances of the SERI chatbots 487

are evaluated in terms of the quality of automatic 488

dialogues (Finch and Choi, 2020). We conduct eval- 489

uations by referenced metrics, unreferenced met- 490
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Role BLEU ROUGE BERTScore
Max:100 Max:1 Max:1

Perpetrator 2.556 0.091 0.830
Victim 2.688 0.106 0.827

Table 4: BLEU, ROUGE, and BERTScore-based analy-
sis for the conversations generated by the SERI.

Perpetrator Victim

Ground truth dialogues 315.93 477.82
Generated dialogues 124.82 188.97

Table 5: Perplexity score-based analysis.

rics, and human evaluations. The referenced met-491

rics are commonly known as BLEU (Post, 2018),492

ROUGE (Lin, 2004), and BERTScore (Zhang et al.,493

2020). BLEU calculates penalty based on the494

length of the generated sentence and precision495

of n-gram between generated sentence and refer-496

ences. ROUGE also calculates the recall of n-gram.497

BERTScore is a metric based on the pre-trained498

BERT model, computing BERT embeddings and499

pairwise cosine similarity between generated sen-500

tence and reference. We compare the three metrics501

of the utterances of the proposed SERI against the502

ground truth utterances in the PJ dataset where the503

higher measures are better.504

The unreferenced metrics are perplexity and505

MaUde scores (Sinha et al., 2020). The perplexity506

score is an indicator of how to easily understand a507

given sentence, where a lower perplexity score rep-508

resents higher fluency. The MaUde score can judge509

the language quality in multiple aspects, such as510

fluency, reasonableness (i.e., logical flow), or repe-511

tition avoidance.512

Human evaluation is conducted by two graduate513

students and one NLP expert. Each participating514

person completes all the evaluations questions. The515

questions are prepared by randomly selecting 200516

conversation snippets with four dialogue histories517

and two candidate utterance responses. One candi-518

date response is from the ground truth PJ dialogue519

while SERI generates the other response. Humans520

can decide which one is more consistent and fluent521

as the response of the history dialogues.522

5 Experimental Results & Analysis523

Referenced metrics-based analysis. The results524

of three referenced metrics BLEU, ROUGE, and525

BERTScore are shown in Table 4. The scores indi-526

cate that the perpetrator chatbot has lower BLEU527

Perpetrator Victim

Ground truth dialogues 0.844 0.862
Generated dialogues 0.853 0.864

Table 6: MaUde score-based analysis based on PJ eval-
uation dataset.

Utterance

Context 1: nutting , you miss me
2: ya
3: you better
4: what if i don’t ? , lol , jk
5: i’ll get you
6: can’t get me through the competition
duh , i’m not scared of you

Original
response

lol, how much you miss me

Generated
response

i’m scared of you right now

Table 7: Inter-agreement sample of human evaluation.

and ROUGE scores compared to the victim chatbot, 528

reflecting a lower similarity between the SERI’s di- 529

alogues and the ground truth dialogues. This is be- 530

cause most online chats are informal without strict 531

grammar or fluency rules. The higher BERTScore 532

of the perpetrator can be explained by: (1) BERT 533

failed to learn informative contextual representa- 534

tions from many of the functional and uninforma- 535

tive words, such as yes, haha, or why; and (2) The 536

BERTScore is highly sensitive to certain word pairs 537

which fail to capture any meaningful semantics of 538

very short messages. 539

Unreferenced metrics-based analysis. The re- 540

sults of perplexity scores from the ground truth 541

dialogues and the SERI generated ones are shown 542

in Table 5. The ground truth dialogues from the PJ 543

dataset show much higher perplexity scores than 544

the SERI’s generated dialogues. Since the perplex- 545

ity score measures the level of easy understanding, 546

the lower perplexity score from the SERI’s dia- 547

logues means that the original PJ dialogues have 548

more informal expressions, and grammar or logical 549

errors than the SERI’s. 550

Table 6 shows MaUde scores from the ground 551

truth dialogues and the SERI’s dialogues under the 552

PJ dataset. Since MaUde score measures the rea- 553

sonableness of the dialogues, the SERI’s dialogues 554

demonstrate a slightly higher MaUde score than the 555

original PJ dataset. This implies that our SERI chat- 556

bots can be significantly resistant to some negative 557

effects caused by the informal languages. 558

Human evaluation analysis. From the human an- 559
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With
Pre-training

W/O
Pre-training

BLEU 2.556 2.505
ROUGE 0.091 0.081

BERTScore 0.830 0.829
Perplexity 124.82 140.33

MaUde 0.853 0.850

Table 8: Impact of pre-training on the ConvAI2 dataset.

With DRL W/O DRL

BLEU 2.556 2.472
ROUGE 0.091 0.084

BERTScore 0.830 0.829
Perplexity 124.82 118.93

MaUde 0.853 0.8333

Table 9: Influence of DRL.

notators’ responses, at least two annotators agreed560

74 SERI produced sample responses out of the to-561

tal 200. This count achieves a 37% success rate of562

the Turing test (Turing, 2009), which demonstrates563

the SERI’s promising role in dialogue generation.564

We provide the SERI response that received unani-565

mously positive response by annotators in Table 7566

and show the inter-agreement sample response of567

human evaluation.568

Impact of pre-training and DRL. As shown in569

Table 8, the dialogue generated by the model with570

pre-training on the ConvAI2 dataset shows a bet-571

ter performance with all five metrics, compared to572

the model without pre-training. As shown in Ta-573

ble 9, we observed that overall the model with DRL574

outperforms the model without DRL. The model575

with DRL reaches a higher score of BLEU and576

ROUGE. The aim of using DRL is to simulate the577

stage strategy of a real perpetrator, which can lead578

to a higher similarity between the ground truth and579

generated conversations. Although the model with580

DRL shows less performance in perplexity score,581

it was not significant compared to the perplexity582

performance in the model without DRL. Although583

the model with DRL showed lower performance584

in the perplexity score, it outperformed the model585

without DRL in the MaUde score. This proves that586

overall using DRL does not introduce a significant587

quality loss in the generated text while introducing588

the perpetrator’s goal-driven conversation.589

Challenges. We found that there are still some590

challenges with the existing metrics for dialogue591

evaluation. First, the existing metrics cannot effec-592

tively reflect the logical fluency between one utter-593

ance and its history utterances. We observed that594

if conversations are free from grammar errors, the595

existing metrics simply give high scores without596

considering logical flows. Second, the existing met- 597

rics cannot show the performance of the domain- 598

specific application, such as our chatbot. That is, 599

any existing metrics could not provide meaning- 600

ful measures to indicate the grooming effect of the 601

perpetrator’s utterances on the vulnerability of the 602

victim to cybergrooming. 603

6 Conclusions & Future Work 604

We discover several key findings from this SERI 605

framework: (1) Pre-training the seq-to-seq dialogue 606

model on a high-quality general conversation cor- 607

pus first (i.e., ConvAI dataset) and then fine-tuning 608

it on a target corpus (i.e., PJ dataset) enhanced the 609

performance of the proposed SERI compared to 610

training on the target corpus directly; (2) Prepar- 611

ing and segmenting the ConvAI2 data to train the 612

two chatbots with different training data units can 613

match the role of leading conversations by the per- 614

petrator chatbot; (3) Implementing a grooming 615

stage-based deep reinforcement learning method 616

can encourage the chatbot to generate dialogues in 617

accordance with the evolving stages from the per- 618

petrator perspective; and (4) Evaluating the chatbot 619

by the human evaluation demonstrates a promis- 620

ing Turing test rate of 37% to pick the utterances 621

generated by the SERI. 622

During the implementation and evaluation in 623

Section 5, we also discussed limitations from the 624

current development stage of the chatbot, mostly 625

from the domain-specific PJ dataset that has infor- 626

mal styles and poor readability. Although the raw 627

PJ data were cleaned by the automatic text process- 628

ing tools, it hinders the improvement of the quality 629

of SERI’s dialogue generation. Based on the ob- 630

servation of the PJ dataset, the languages used by 631

the perpetrators and the victims have inherently 632

poor quality, which means their uses of informal 633

languages are the key features that distinguish their 634

conversations from other normal conversations. 635

We have plans of future research to: (1) Con- 636

sider advanced and more intelligent data cleaning 637

methods to deal with social slangs; (2) Investigate 638

how game theory can optimize the current seq-to- 639

seq model to introduce a perpetrator’s strategic con- 640

versations; and (3) Develop new metrics that can 641

capture the effectiveness of the perpetrator’s oc- 642

currences on the vulnerability or resilience of the 643

victim to cybergrooming. 644
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Ethical Statement645

We aim to develop a chatbot SERI framework to646

learn to generate simulated conversations between647

cybergroomers and potential victims, especially648

children and teenagers. This will be later integrated649

into a cybergrooming prevention program to im-650

prove the sensitivity and awareness of potential651

victims to online grooming. As there are no proac-652

tive programs available to prevent cybergrooming653

though it has been a serious concern to the society,654

this work makes a significant contribution to edu-655

cating and protecting youths from any online sex-656

ual grooming. However, everything has two sides,657

especially the revolutionary Artificial Intelligence658

technologies. While recognizing the remarkable659

benefit and contribution of the SERI, we also admit660

the potential risks and concerns the SERI might661

introduce. Here we discuss several regulations and662

strategies to ensure that the SERI will be properly663

and ethically used by the educators, parents, and664

children:665

• Given the potential concerns, we will not release666

the programs and models of the SERI to the pub-667

lic. Instead, we will restrict its access to parties668

(e.g., Education Institutes, research labs, certified669

parents) for research and education purposes by670

request.671

• A potential ethical concern of the SERI lies in672

the inappropriate and sexual languages generated673

by the chatbots. To solve this problem, we will674

leverage available resources, such as the profane675

lexicons2, and design computational approaches676

to automatically detect the obscene words in real-677

time and replace them with moderate ones to678

avoid any potential bad influence to the users,679

especially children and teenagers.680

• We will also design various monitors and strate-681

gies to ensure the safety of the SERI and pre-682

vent any potential ethical concerns or risks while683

delivering it as an education program. For ex-684

ample, we will design automatic approaches to685

keep track of the conversations between the SERI686

and the users, detect potential grooming activi-687

ties, and provide alerts whenever a grooming is688

about to happen. We will also follow the reg-689

ulations and standards stated in legal systems,690

such as GDPR3, and properly use and store the691

conversational data.692
2https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~biglou/

resources/
3https://gdpr-info.eu/
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